Jessica Wong
UX/UI Designer
Contact Info
Phone: 07464003697
Email: hello@jessicawong.co.uk
Website: www.jessicawong.co.uk
Location: 8 TIllysburn Grove,
Belfast, Northen Ireland,
United Kingdom
Instagram & Twitter:
@jes8_w
Education

Ulster University
Interaction Design BDes (Hons)
2019 - 2023
Year One Modules:
Interaction Design Fundamentals,
Introduction to Communication Design,
Exploring Identity, and Image and Data
Visualisation.
Year Two Modules (Currently Studying):
Designing with Content and Creative
Entrepreneurship.

Foundation Year in Art & Design
2018-2019

Personal Profile
A second-year IXD student at Ulster University, Belfast, Northern
Ireland currently looking for a placement role in UI/UX design.
From foundation year to now, I have interests in designing
content that creates a personal story, allowing myself to indulge
in producing successful outcomes originating from sketching to
finished prototypes. Enjoys working in a team that commits and
contributes to resolving problems and supporting each other. I
see UI/UX design as a forever learning journey, determined to set
foot in this fast-paced industry, a placement role in UI/UX Design
motivates me to be ambitious on expanding my skillset and
establishing my career in a striving manner.

Work Experience
Good Fortune Restaurant
Waitress
2018 – Current
Working in a hospitality environment, my work includes contributing to a better
workforce. One essential skill is customer service; engaging and advising a
customer with specific preferences, ensuring their choices are respected and feel
welcomed. This skill has enabled me to be attentive and prompt, which also
showcases my communitive skills.

Silver Boat Takeaway
Graphic Design – Menu Poster Design

Ashfield Girls’ High School
(2011-2018)

As a designer, ensuring client satisfaction was well received, I presented their
requirements through responsive queries, ensuring each request is consistent
and followed. This showcased my listening abilities; to establish and impose an
effective understanding of their values.

A-Level:

Katie By Katie Chan Project

Art & Design - C
ICT - B
Health and Social Care
- Distinction*
GCSE:
7C (Including Maths
& English), 1B, 1E

Social Media Content

Supervising Art Director
2018-2019
Roleplaying as a supervisor for a social media market project, I contributed to
advising the direction the project was following. Using my teamwork and
communicative skills, I guided approaches and suggested any implementations.
Overall, it made the team and I more committed and flexible through informative
feedback.

Work Experience
- Continued
Och Design – Graphic Design Studio
Graphic Designer
(School Work Experience) 2015
Considering my first work experience was at Och Design,
I spent time discovering the fundamentals of design. In
routing myself to be more confident and start to invent
who I am as a designer.

Achievements
& Extra Curricular
Ulster University EDGE Award
(In Progress)
Art and Design Award
(A2 Level – 2018)
Health & Social Care Award
(A2 Level – 2018)

Ashfield Girls High School:
Year 8 Mentor
(Year 14 - 2017-2018)
Senior Librarian
(2017-2018)

Skills
Problem Solving Skills
• Having the ability to discuss matters and understand
personal preferences with team members to help proceed
to the next stage. For example; reducing conflict with the
structure of a presentation during a meeting with team
members.
Attention to Detail
• A quality like this enables me to surface the minor details,
ensuring each outcome is created in its best potential. For
example; when I’m creating digital illustrations; each
design element should be precise, as ‘quality’ is a priority to
enhance visual satisfaction.
Communication and Language Skills
• Bilingual (English and Chinese)
• As a waitress, communication skills are vital to create a
relationship with customers to recognise specific needs. For
example; being open-minded and reflective when I’m
conversing, so a friendly environment has been set.
Teamwork Skills
• Contribute to building relationships with team members
and be open-minded. For example; being vocal about the
content showcases my ability to discuss opinions to improve
the overall outcome.
Organisational and Multitasking Skills
• Able to work in a fast-paced environment. For example;
working under pressure allows me to figure out my top
priorities, for instance, determined to complete clients
before personal tasks.

Design Skills

School Choir
(2011-2016)

References
Dr. Kyle Boyd
Lecturer at Ulster Univeristy of Interaction Design
Work Address: York St, Belfast BT15 1ED
Email: ka.boyd@ulster.ac.uk
Phone: +44 28 9536 7205
Keith Poon
Restaurant Manager at Good Fortune Restaurant
Work Address: Eastleigh Dr, Belfast BT4 3GE
Email: N/A
Phone: 07474 520525
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